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We ended 2009 having fulfilled our chief objectives, paving the way for achieving high growth over
the next five years. Today, Abengoa Solar is a company that has invested approximately one billion
euros in solar power plants, and has developed  expertise in the three solar core technologies: solar
power tower, parabolic trough, and photovoltaics. In addition, Abengoa Solar is working on a new
generation of more efficient solar technologies. We also have a plant portfolio totaling approximately
2,000 megawatts (MW) consisting of plants in operation, under construction or at the very advanced
development stage. This portfolio includes nearly 1,100MW in operation, under construction or in the
process of closing financing following the attainment of the principal permits and tariffs or supply
contracts.

The growth of our businesses exceeded our expectations in 2009, generating greater investment
opportunities than we had anticipated:

• Our Horizon 1 businesses (mature businesses where cash flow generation is the top priority)
fulfilled their objectives in 2009. Plants in operation, including our two solar power towers and
our photovoltaic plants, reached their production objectives, and either matched or exceeded
targets for cash generation and profitability. Component manufacturing businesses reached or
surpassed their targets as well.

• In Horizon 2 businesses (growing businesses), we continued to build and promote numerous
projects in Spain, Algeria, and the United States. In Spain, we have 300MW under
construction, 150MW of which will be going into operation in 2010, with rollout of the
remainder slated for 2011. Beyond Spain, the Algerian hybrid plant, in which Abengoa is the
majority shareholder, will go into operation in 2010.

We also experienced significant success in project development. In Spain, a total of 650MW of
contracts were obtained, distributed among 13 plants grouped into 5 platforms and entered into
the first solar thermal power registry. This means that, besides the more than 340MW in
operation or under construction in Spain, we have 350 additional MWs with a pre-allocated
tariff which may be connected to the power grid in different stages up until 2013. We also have
a plant in the United States with a net power output of 250MW, with pertinent permits and
licenses near full attainment and financing under way.

• Our Horizon 3 businesses (future options) continued to generate new plant options in 2009 in
geographic areas we consider most attractive (with a significant solar resource and ample
regulation), including Italy, North Africa and the Middle East. Therefore, our undertakings in the
United States and participation as founding member of the Desertec (Dii) Project, which seeks
to generate solar energy in the deserts of northern Africa for local consumption and European
export, enable us to be optimistic about our potential for growth in the mid- and long term. We
also made considerable headway in our R&D efforts in several key technologies, having
generated a total of 45 patents to date.

As a result, Abengoa Solar is today a company with an employee base of close to 400 operating in
eight countries through its 14 office locations focused on developing and applying solar technologies,
in addition to constructing and operating solar-based power generation plants and installations:

• Nearly one hundred people are dedicated to developing new technologies at our research and
development facilities located in Seville, Madrid and Denver (Colorado), as well as conducting
engineering and design work. This ensures us a competitive edge in our forward-looking
trajectory toward more efficient technologies.

• Local teams promote new solar plants in different countries in order to build a geographically
diversified portfolio.
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• We operate and maintain plants that are operational.

• We also have shareholder stakes in several companies that supply solar installation
components.

Our main goal for 2010 is to finance the opportunities generated in 2009 and which we expect to
bring to fruition in 2010. To this end, we are working from various angles:

1.1.1.1.1. Continuing to finance projects by means of conventional project finance structures.

2.2.2.2.2. Turning to public guarantee or financing structures in markets such as the U.S., where ad- hoc
mechanisms are in place under government programs.

3.3.3.3.3. Incorporating partners into different projects. The alliance signed with Eon in 2009
constitutes the first step within this strategy, and one which has enabled us to begin building
two concentrating solar plants in Écija.

4.4.4.4.4. Exploring new avenues for financing.

We seek to better our world in the mid-term by developing and implementing clean and efficient
solar-based power generation technologies. These technologies will prove to be cost-competitive with
those utilizing fossil fuels, taking emission costs into account. We are also building a portfolio through
diversified solar asset management that yields solid returns.

In 2009, we clearly made tremendous progress in this direction, but we still have a long way to go:

• Developing and improving new solar technologies. In 2009, we launched three pilot plants
employing new technologies and developed prototypes for various innovative elements,
generating an accumulative total of 45 patents, some of which have been granted while
others are pending award. We are working on several potentially transforming technologies. In
the coming years, we will complete development and testing of these technologies, bringing
some into commercial use.

• Building and operating solar plants and installations efficiently. In 2009, we successfully started
the commercial operation of the largest solar power tower in the world, and we continued to
operate plants that commenced operation in recent years. We have learned a great deal
about designing, building and operating different solar technologies more efficiently, and we
shall continue to gain knowledge. We are optimistic about our potential for cost reduction and
efficiency enhancements as a product of our cumulative multi-technology expertise.

• Creating a geographically diversified portfolio of projects under development. In 2009, we
succeeded in growing this portfolio significantly, going from 2,000MW at the end of 2009,
including only very advanced projects as of year-end, while also managing to diversify
geographically. The U.S. market is now indeed a reality for us, as evidenced by two projects,
each 250MW (net) of power, in addition to other endeavors at more emergent stages. In
addition, the international area outside of Spain and the United States is much more solid
today as a result of the development work being conducted in various countries.

Following the excellent results achieved in 2009, we have set our sights in 2010 on bringing our first
parabolic trough technology-based commercial plants into operation, financing and beginning construction
of different projects, and getting ready to market our second-generation tower technology.
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Sustainability

Mision

At Abengoa Solar, we are convinced that solar power has the elements necessary to make a significant contribution to
meeting our society's demand for clean and efficient energy sources. The sun constitutes a non-polluting, endless source of
energy with the potential to provide us with far more power than that which is consumed on our planet. In fact, covering a
small portion (under 5%) of our hot deserts with solar collectors would satisfy the electricity needs of the entire world. To
this end, Abengoa Solar develops and applies solar technologies for power plants to provide clean, solar-based energy
production that is competitive in price with fossil fuels, when taking into account the many costs to society of CO

2

emissions.

Vision

At Abengoa Solar, we believe that solar power can change the world and we strive to make this possible by:

•_Helping to ensure that, in the countries where we operate, 50% of the electricity comes from renewable sources by
__providing clean, efficient and manageable solutions.

•_Developing more efficient and manageable solar technologies.

•_Efficiently operating a geographically and technologically diversified global portfolio of solar generation assets.

•_Attracting and retaining the best talent.

Values

At Abengoa Solar, we conduct our business around a set of fundamental values:

•_Globalization, with the capability of providing locally applied solutions through local professional teams.

•_Honesty and respect in our relationships with customers, suppliers, shareholders, colleagues, partners, and society at large.

•_Flexibility and the power to adapt to ongoing change, and to take on risks that enable us to maintain and enhance our
__leading position, while facilitating access to renewable energies.

PS10, PS20 and Eureka Solar Power Tower
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 Historical Evolution

1984- 1990

•_Research into solar power commences with the construction of components,
__including heliostats and facets, for the Cesa Power Tower of the Almería
__Solar Complex. We later participate in the solar power tower project with
__Israel's Weizmann Institute.

•_The IST industrial solar installation company is established in the U.S.

1990-2004

•_R&D projects are carried out to develop parabolic trough technology
__and new concepts in concentrating solar receivers within the European
__Union Framework Programs.

•_Participation in parabolic dish projects including Eurodish and
__Envirodish.

•_Participation in photovoltaic concentration projects, resulting in
__development of low-concentration collectors (Seville PV).

•_IST collaboration with R&D institutes and laboratories in the U.S. to
__enhance parabolic trough collector design.

2004- 2009

2004

•_Construction begins on the Solúcar Complex, Europe's largest solar
__platform, containing 300 MW of power, in Sanlúcar la Mayor, Seville
__(Spain).

2007

•_Start-up of PS10, the first commercial power tower in the world, and Seville
__PV, the world's first low-concentration photovoltaic plant, both located at the
__Solúcar Complex in Seville.

•_Construction begins on Solnova 1 and 3, the first two parabolic trough
__plants at the Solúcar Complex in Seville.

•_Start-up of a demonstration parabolic trough plant employing oil as the
__heat-bearing fluid.

PS20 Solar Power Tower and Casaquemada PV
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2008
•_Construction begins on Solnova 4, the third parabolic trough plant at
__the Solúcar Complex in Seville.

•_A long-term power purchase contract is signed with APS, Arizona's
__largest electrical utility, to build a 250 MW plant in Arizona.

•_The ConSOLi+Da project is selected within the Cenit Program, with an
__investment of $29.4 million to develop significant Spanish R&D
__infrastructure, to be led by Abengoa Solar.

•_The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) awards Abengoa Solar two
__projects involving research into new storage and more efficient
__production systems.

•_Start-up of the molten-salt storage demonstration plant.

2009
•_Start-up of PS20, the world's largest power tower.

•_Start-up of Eureka, a second-generation high-temperature power tower
__demonstration plant.

•_Start-up of the direct steam generation parabolic-trough demonstration
__plant.

•_Abengoa Solar and Eon join together to build the Écija plants
__(Helioenergy 1 and 2).

•_Construction begins on two 50 MW plants in Écija (Helioenergy 1
__and 2).

•_Construction begins on the first collector plants at the solar complex in
__Extremadura.

•_Construction begins on the solar field for the solar-gas combined-cycle
__hybrid plant in Algeria.

•_Abengoa Solar and eleven other companies establish the Desertec
__Industrial Initiative joint venture to implement the Desertec concept.

•_Xcel, a Colorado utility, awards Abengoa Solar a contract to build the
__first demonstration parabolic trough installation for integration into a
__coal plant.

•_Thirteen plants, totaling 650 MW, are entered into the registry for
__compensation by Spain's Ministry of Industry.

•_Construction begins on the demonstration installation at Xcel's coal
__plant.

•_A long-term power purchase contract is signed with Pacific Gas &
__Electric, a California investor- owned utility, to build a 250 MW plant
__in California.

Aerial view of PS20 and the Solnova plants
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Global Presence

___At Abengoa Solar, we have 43 MW of power in operation, including the
___world's first two power towers, 450 MW under construction, and 1500MW
 __being developed worldwide.

With the sun, we generate electricity through both concentrating solar and
photovoltaic technologies.
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Aggregate Income by Activity

In 2009, our energy sales business experienced
significant economic growth, paving the way to
achieve high and sustained global progress.

Capacity (MW)

At Abengoa Solar, we increased construction and
development activities, and, by the end of 2009,
achieved a portfolio totaling 1,500 megawatts under
development and more than 450 megawatts under
construction around the world.

Consolidated Income

Abengoa Solar's consolidated income increased by
78% in 2009.

R&D&i Investment

In 2009, we continued our investment effort in
research and development of concentrating solar
power (CSP) and photovoltaic technologies through
the development of a range of programs in
collaboration with the U.S. Department of Energy, the
European Commission framework programs, various
administrations in Spain, and leading research
institutes throughout the world.
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Patent Generation

As the result of an ambitious research and
development program, Abengoa Solar generated 45
patents.

Gross Cash Flow from Operating
Activities

As a result of our economic growth, we reached a
total of 73.4 million euros in gross cash flow from
operating activities *.
(* Earnings before interest, tax, amortization and depreciation,
adjusted according to work flows involving the company's own
fixed assets)

CO2 Emission Reduction

Solar power is a clean and viable alternative to fossil
fuels. In 2009, as a result of energy produced at our
solar power plants, approximately 21,000 tons of CO

2

were abated.

Fixed Assets

During 2009, we reached a total of one thousand
million euros in fixed assets.
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Summary 2009

2009 was another key year in terms of business performance, with us, Abengoa Solar laying the foundations for healthy,
sustained and global growth throughout all its business lines.

•_The world's second power tower technology plant, PS20 (20 MW), was brought into operation.

•_Construction continued on the three 50 MW parabolic trough plants, located at the Solúcar Platform.

•_Construction work got underway in Écija (Sevilla) on two 50 MW parabolic trough plants, Helioenergy 1 and
__Helioenergy 2.

•_In the field of photovoltaic energy, the first 1.2 MW plant, Sevilla PV, has now completed its third year in commercial
__production, thereby demonstrating the commercial viability of the low concentration technology it utilizes. The 1 MW
__Copero plant in Sevilla is also in operation, as does the 1.9 MW Casaquemada PV plant in Sanlúcar la Mayor (Sevilla),
__the 1.9 MW Linares PV plant in Linares (Jaén) and the 5.7 MW Las Cabezas PV plant in Las Cabezas de San Juan
__(Sevilla), all of which reached expected levels.

On the international stage, at Abengoa Solar, we made progress, along with Abengoa's industrial engineering and
construction business units, on the construction of the world's first two Integrated Solar Combined Cycle (ISCC) power
plants to incorporate a natural gas combined cycle with a parabolic trough field. These two plants are located in Algeria
and Morocco.

PS20 solar field

Solar-gas combined-cycle hybrid Plant in Morocco
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•_In the United States, at Abengoa Solar we continued to obtain the licenses needed to begin construction on a 250 MW
__(net) parabolic trough plant, which will be the world's largest. The plant, called Solana, will sell all the electricity it
__generates under a power purchase agreement to Arizona Public Service (APS), an electric utility.

•_Another solar power supply agreement was signed in 2009 with California's Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E),
__marking the start of the Mojave Solar Project, a 250 MW (net) plant featuring parabolic trough technology.

•_The year also included various new projects for industrial solar energy installations to supply heat and steam to industrial
__customers, including a project at a coal power plant owned by Xcel Energy, Colorado's largest electric utility, and
__another project for the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) at its facilities in Arizona.

•_2009 saw at Abengoa Solar,we enhance its capacity in Spain to simultaneously operate and manage next year the two
__power towers currently in operation, the first parabolic trough plants and its photovoltaic plants.

•_In R&D, the Solúcar Platform consolidated its standing during 2009 as one of the world's leading centers in solar energy
__research. The platform currently features various groundbreaking and fully operational research facilities, including a high
__temperature power tower plant, a parabolic trough plant for direct steam generation, a heat accumulation demonstration
__project utilizing molten salt storage, a Stirling dish facility, various high concentration photovoltaic installations and a
__photovoltaic laboratory.

•_At Abengoa Solar, we have been using its two parabolic trough assembly factories to supply the entire solar field for the
__Solnova 1, Solnova 3 and Solnova 4 plants, each of which is 50 MW in capacity, and located at the Solúcar Platform in
__Spain.

•_At Abengoa Solar, we have signed an agreement to adhere to the Desertec Industrial Initiative project as a founding partner. The
__project has been designed to increase production of renewable energy in the desert regions of North Africa and the Middle East for
__local consumption and exportation to Europe.

                                                   Abengoa Solar signs up to the Desertec Industrial Initiative project

Firma de la adhesión de Abengoa Solar al proyecto Desertec Industrial Iniciative
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Activities of Abengoa Solar

At Abengoa Solar, we possesses both know-how and technology in relation to power tower plants, parabolic trough plants,
industrial heat and steam production facilities, photovoltaic solar power plants, with and without concentration, and in the
manufacturing of key components.

At Abengoa Solar, we are engaged in five core lines of business:

•_Plant operation and management.

•_Plant engineering and construction through the use of proprietary technologies and always with the unwavering backing
__of a specialized construction company.

•_Development of solar plants and installations, requiring the company to identify suitable sites, obtain the necessary
__licenses and finance the corresponding projects.

•_Development of efficient technologies for generating solar energy, for which the company has its own R&D teams in both
__Spain and the U.S. and collaborates with leading research centers from around the world.

•_Manufacture and supply of key components for plants in certain cases.

At Abengoa Solar, currently we have a significant number of projects in each of our lines of business.

Parabolic trough collector

PS10 heliostats  PS10 Solar Power Tower

Cameo CSP Installation (Colorado)
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At Abengoa Solar, we currently operate roughly 43 MW in Spain.

PS10

The solar field has 624 heliostats, each spanning 120 m2. The heliostats  concentrate solar radiation onto a receptor located
at the top of a 115 m tower to generate steam and power a turbine paired to an electrical generator connected to the
electricity grid.

The plant generates enough clean energy to meet the needs of 5,500 households while cutting yearly CO
2
 emissions by

6,700 t. The plant also boasts an energy storage system of nearly one hour in duration, enabling it to manage sporadic
cloudy spells without having to shut down and then restart the plant. It is the world's first solar power plant to incorporate a
power storage system.

In June 2007, the plant successfully underwent its first operational testing and continued to operate successfully in 2008 and
2009. Ever since its start-up, PS10 has borne witness to the viability of power tower technology, while acting as a learning
tool to improve future plants built with the same technology.

PS10 Solar Power Tower

15
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PS20

This plant has benefitted from our extensive experience in constructing and operating this type of plant and incorporates
numerous design improvements, making it more efficient than PS10. These enhancements include a more efficient
receptor and numerous improvements to the control and operation systems and the thermal energy storage system. The
plant was constructed by Abener, the Abengoa group company that specializes in turnkey contracts.

With 20 MW of capacity, the PS20 plant supplies 10,000 households and slashes yearly CO
2 
 emissions by 12,100 t. The

Solúcar Platform's second power tower plant incorporates 1,255 heliostats home-designed. Each heliostat measures 120 m2

and reflects the solar radiation it receives onto a receptor located on the 165-m high tower, thereby enabling the plant to
produce the steam required to generate electricity in the turbine.

Sevilla PV

The world's first commercial plant to feature low-concentration photovoltaic technology. With a capacity of 1.2 MW, the
plant is located at the Solúcar Platform in Sanlúcar la Mayor, Spain.

Sevilla PV has 154 solar trackers on a plot of land spanning 30 acres.

The plant is able to generate 2.1 GWh of clean energy per year, enough to supply approximately 650 households and curb
yearly CO

2
 emissions by 1,800 t.

Inauguration of PS20

Our Activities
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Copero PV

This plant is effectively a series of ten photovoltaic installations with a combined capacity of 1 MW, all located on the site
of Emasesa's Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP) at the El Copero site, within the municipal district of Dos Hermanas
(Sevilla). Emasesa and Abengoa Solar are each 50% owners of the plant.

Las Cabezas PV

5.7 MW photovoltaic plant with one-axis trackers located in an area of high solar radiation in the province of Sevilla.

Casaquemada PV

A 1.9 MW plant employing two-axis photovoltaic tracking technology situated at the Solúcar Platform. It includes a 100 kW
high-concentration installation with latest generation technology.

Linares PV

1.9 MW photovoltaic plant with two-axis trackers located in Jaén.

Las Cabezas PV photovoltaic plant

Our Activities
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Plant Construction

At Abengoa Solar, we currently have six plants under construction with a total capacity of 450 MW.

Solnova 1, Solnova 3 and Solnova 4 plants at the Solúcar Platform

During 2009, we made further progress in constructing the first three parabolic trough plants at the Solúcar Platform
(Sevilla): Solnova 1, Solnova 3 and Solnova 4, each with 50 MW of capacity. The construction companies for all three
plants are Abener and Teyma.

The chosen technology concentrates solar radiation through high precision curved mirrors onto a heat absorbing tube
containing a fluid that is heated to high temperatures. The fluid allows the plant to generate steam, which is then sent to a
turbine generator, where it is used to produce energy.

Each plant boasts 54,000 m of collectors. One collector has 6 m of aperture and a surface area of close to 150 m2. Each
plant takes up an area spanning 300 acres and is able to generate enough energy to supply roughly 26,000 households,
while cutting yearly CO

2
 emissions by roughly 31,000 t.

Solnova 1 is currently going through its start up following completion of the construction work.

Significant progress has been made on the construction of Solnova 3 and Solnova 4, which will begin operating during
2010.

Our Activities
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Solnova I
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Helioenergy 1 and 2 plants at the Écija Platform

50 MW solar concentrating solar  power plants with parabolic trough technology under construction within the municipal
district of Écija (Sevilla).

When the plants are brought into operation, each will be able to supply approximately 26,000 households while curbing
yearly CO

2
 emissions by 31,000 t.

To construct and operate both plants, at Abengoa Solar, we forged an alliance with E.ON Climate and Renewables,
which will invest approximately $550 million in the two plants. Start-up is scheduled for 2011 and 2012 respectively.

Solabén 3 at the Extremadura Platform

50 MW concentrating solar power plant with parabolic trough technology under construction within the municipal district
of Logrosán (Extremadura).

19

Abengoa Solar-Eon press conference

Our Activities
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The world's first integrated solar combined cycle solar plant in Algeria

During 2009, at Abengoa Solar, we continued work on the parabolic trough plant at Hassi- R´mel. The Industrial
Engineering and Construction business unit, Abengoa Solar and Neal (New Energy Algerie) are all involved in this particular
project.

The project includes the design, construction and operation of a 150 MW hybrid combined cycle plant, 20 MW of which
will be provided by a solar field of over 180,000 m2 of reflective area.

Development of Solar Power Plants

At Abengoa Solar, we have hundreds of MW under development around the world.

Development in Spain

Over recent years, at Abengoa Solar, we have channeled much of its time and resources into developing solar power
plants in Spain. As a result, we currently have a portfolio of roughly 1,000 MW in different stages of development, 400
MW of which have already been filed with the "power register" (registro de potencia) of the Spanish Ministry of Industry
and, therefore, have all the licenses required to commence construction.

20

Solar-gas combined-cycle parabolic trough plant
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Ciudad Real Platform (100 MW)

At Abengoa Solar, we have two 50 MW concentrating solar power plants in the province of Ciudad Real (Castilla La
Mancha), both equipped with parabolic trough technology. Both projects are duly included in the Spanish power registry and
Abengoa Solar plans to begin construction in 2010.

When they are brought into service, each plant will be able to supply approximately 26,000 households, while curbing yearly
CO2 emissions by 31,000 t.

Córdoba Platform (100 MW)

The Córdoba Platform includes two 50 MW concentrating solar power plants utilizing parabolic trough technology. we hope
to begin construction during 2010, as both are already filed with the Spanish power registry.

Extremadura Platform (200 MW)

Four concentrating solar power plants are in development in the province of Cáceres and have already been recorded with
the Spanish power registry, allowing the company to begin construction work in 2010 and 2011.

The other 600 MW under development are at different stages of completion, and encompass both concentrating solar power
and photovoltaic technologies. Most of these remaining plants will be built following the introduction of the new regulatory
framework in 2012.

Solar Power Towers and parabolic trough plants at the Solúcar Complex

Our Activities
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Development in the United States

At Abengoa Solar, we have an 80-person team working out of the four company offices located in the United States,
where we has been developing projects since 2006.

Solana - 250 MW (net)

Concentrating solar power plant under development in Arizona, with parabolic trough technology, 280 MW (gros) and 250
MW (net) of capacity and thermal storage.

At Abengoa Solar, we signed a power purchase agreement in 2008 with Arizona Public Service (APS), Arizona's largest
electric utility.

When it begins operation, Solana will be capable of supplying energy to 70,000 households while preventing the emission
of roughly 400,000 t of CO

2
.

Mojave Solar - 250 MW (net)

250 MW (net) concentrating solar power plant equipped with parabolic trough technology under development in California.

At Abengoa Solar, we signed a power purchase agreement in 2009 with the electric utility, Pacific Gas & Electric Company
(PG&E).

When it is brought on line, Mojave Solar will be able to supply energy to 90,000 households, while cutting yearly
greenhouse gas emissions by 431,000 t.

               Mojave Solar project

22
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Industrial Projects

Abengoa Solar develops, designs and constructs small and large-scale customized installations.

Industrial solar thermal installations employ parabolic trough technology, which not only produces electricity but is also ideal
for generating thermal energy (heat and steam) for industrial processes. The main advantage that this technology offers is
that it can be adapted to different needs, while also helping to cut CO

2
 emissions, given that industry is one of the primary

sources of these gases.

Following are two industrial solar thermal installation projects performed by Abengoa Solar during 2009:

•_The industrial solar thermal installation integrated into a coal power plant owned by Xcel Energy (Colorado). The project,
__which will begin construction in 2010 at the Cameo coal power plant (Colorado), will demonstrate that the heat produced
__by a solar power installation can actually enhance the efficiency of a conventional power plant while reducing its CO

2
__emissions.

•_The industrial solar thermal installation under development for the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) in Arizona. The
__purpose of the facility, which was brought into operation in January 2009, is to produce additional heat to replace coal-
__generated heat. This is then used to treat the water contaminated by an old uranium processing plant.

Worldwide Development

Outside Spain and the United States, we have teams able to offer the best possible energy solution to every need in those
markets it considers attractive due to their high levels of solar radiation and regulatory control. At Abengoa Solar, we
currently have a number of projects under development in various countries and regions, including North Africa, the Middle
East, India, China and Australia.

Our Activities

23

Industrial solar installation at the Cameo plant (Colorado, U.S.)
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Development of New Technologies

For us, developing and making improvements to new solar technologies is a priority.

Our overriding objective is to offer technologies capable of generating clean energy at prices that prove competitive with
fossil fuels, after considering the cost of their emissions. To make this a reality, at Abengoa Solar we have rolled out an
ambitious research and development plan and channels its activities through a team of over 80 people belonging to the
company Abengoa Solar New Technologies, with research centers in Sevilla, Madrid and Denver (Colorado). Our team is
involved in the two key technologies: high-temperature concentrating solar power and photovoltaics.

During 2009, at Abengoa Solar, we continued to grow and hone its abilities in the main areas of research, while forging
collaborations and alliances with leading universities and institutes worldwide (Ciemat in Spain, NREL in the U.S., DLR and
Franhoufer in Germany and Cnrs in France) and constructing pilot facilities to test new technologies under real operating
conditions. During 2009, at Abengoa Solar , we conducted various R&D projects with the backing of the U.S. Department
of Energy, while also continuing work on a project within the seventh framework program of the European Union and on
the ConSOLI+Da project against the backdrop of the Cenit programs in Spain. These projects will allow us to enhance its
knowledge of new technologies and make improvements to existing technology.

Our approach to R&D involves four stages:

•_Stage 1, the project is defined and preliminary research work conducted.

•_Stage 2, the solution is analyzed and modeled from a theoretical standpoint.

•_Stage 3, a prototype or demonstration plant is constructed.

•_Stage 4, the demonstration system is analyzed and validated before moving on to the commercial stage.

Our teams of researchers focus on five priorities:

•_Improving existing parabolic trough technology by developing new collectors, using new fluids and improving site
__operations.

•_Developing new solar power tower technologies.

•_Developing new energy storage technologies.

•_Developing and testing concentrating photovoltaic technologies.

•_Developing certain thin-film photovoltaic technologies.

24
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At Abengoa Solar, we currently has various pilot plants in operation at the Solúcar Platform:

•_Parabolic trough pilot plant in service since 2007, which was used in 2009 to test various improvements to the control and
__operating systems of the commercial plants. The facility has enabled the company to optimize the technology being used
__at the Solnova 1 and 3 plants and to be used in future plants, and to pinpoint possible improvements to the optics and
__components, including structures, supports, mirrors, ball joints, flexible joints and tubing. The company has also been
__designing, testing and validating new parabolic trough collectors, including the ASTRØ collector in Spain, allowing for
__significant reductions in costs and manufacture time, simplifying transportation, and facilitating and reducing on-site
__assembly costs. Meanwhile, in the United States, at Abengoa Solar, we have been developing new collector designs in
__collaboration with National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL).

PV laboratory

Our Activities
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Our Activities

•_Parabolic trough plant that uses water instead of oil as its fluid. Construction was completed and the plant was started up

__and tested during 2009. This new technology enable the company to cut construction costs and increase system

__efficiency in comparison to the oil-based technology in current use.

•_Second generation superheated steam power tower. Construction was completed toward the beginning of 2009 and

__testing has continued since then on the initial receptor and superheated steam. The power tower, which benefits from

__the knowledge acquired from PS10 and PS20, will enable us to test its second generation of power towers, which

__generate superheated steam and are set to become significantly more efficient when the technology becomes commercial.

•_Demonstration Stirling dish facility, with which we expect to acquire direct knowledge in designing, constructing and operating this

__kind of technology with a view to assessing its future potential. The Stirling dishes have the advantage of their modularity and the fact

__that they can be used for distributed generation, as no turbine is required. The downside is that their associated costs are currently

__much higher than those of other technologies.

•_Thermal storage plant with molten salt technology in operation, underwent testing in 2009 to test various technological

__improvements. Storage is key to increasing the availability of concentrating solar power. High-temperature concentrating

__solar power enjoys a considerable advantage over other renewables in that it is manageable, either via hybridization with

__other energy sources or through the use of storage systems.

In the field of photovoltaics, at Abengoa Solar, we also have a number of installations incorporating new technologies at the Solúcar

Platform:

•_High concentration photovoltaic demonstration installations. Photovoltaic technology is a highly efficient means of

__meeting certain generation needs. It is therefore crucial for us to develop efficient photovoltaic technologies, and for this

__reason the company is continuing work on numerous concentration systems.

•_Photovoltaic laboratory, where we measure, characterize and analyze modules of all the different technologies under

__real operating conditions with and without solar tracking. The purpose of this project is to create an experimental tool

__with which to analyze the energy production costs of different technologies and configurations, prevent and troubleshoot

__problems over the life of the photovoltaic systems and pinpoint the optimum technology and configuration for different

__types of installations. The photovoltaic laboratory has the facilities and equipment required to measure and characterize

__photovoltaic devices and systems.
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2009 proved to be a critical year in which we underscored its commitment to R&D in solar energy by bolstering its human
teams, capacities, collaborations and alliances. 2010 will also be a key year in which the company intends to make further
progress in its new priorities to guarantee a future of clean and efficient solar energy.

Supply of Key Components

Ensuring a reliable supply of high-quality key components is essential for us. This often takes the form of framework supply
agreements through which the company is able to showcase its sharp purchasing skills, while at other times the company
actually manufactures the key components itself, either at its own facilities or with partners.

For power tower plants,  at Abengoa Solar, we design its own heliostats and manufactures them at proprietary or third-
party facilities. As for the receivers, we collaborate with specialist companies to manufacture the designs required for each
of its plants.

For parabolic trough solar power plants, at Abengoa Solar, we design its collectors, which are manufactured by its
subsidiary companies. They are then assembled at the assembly facilities located on site at the plants.

The parabolic trough mirrors are manufactured by the company Rioglass Solar, with which we signed a commercial
agreement for the supply of this key component, the quality of which far outstrips that of other mirorrs available on the
market. This had effectively led to lower assembly costs and fewer breakages on site.

On a final note, in 2009, at Abengoa Solar, we were able to secure a large part of its future receiver tubing needs for its
projects in Spain

Demonstration molten salt storage plant

Our Activities
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Our Stakeholders

Our primary stakeholders are our own employees, our customers, our suppliers, our investors, the communities where we
operate, public entities, the society at large, and the media. At Abengoa Solar, our commitment to each and every
stakeholder is evidenced by the ongoing, clear and straightforward dialogue that we encourage by making stakeholder
ideas and opinions a part of the company's strategic vision.

Employees

One of the company's most important assets is its employees. For this reason, Abengoa Solar is committed to employee
training, motivation, and personal development.

Since we began conducting business in 2007, our headcount has risen exponentially as a product of business growth and
the solidifying of our project portfolio.  By the end of 2009, we had a total of 388 employees located in Spain and the
United States.

We have always made an effort at Abengoa Solar to attract and develop the talent of our employees through commitment
to an integral and integrated system of personnel management that addresses the needs of both the company and our
employees:

•_Integral, in that it encompasses all human resource processes: definition, description and classification of job positions;
__recruiting and hiring to attract the best professionals in the industry; training and development, including future career
__plans, evaluation, performance management, and compensation. This approach is applicable to retaining talent, as well
__as to internal communication and social action.

•_Integrated, in that it makes the most of the different process synergies (recruiting and hiring, training, evaluation,
__personnel administration, labor relations, occupational risk prevention) in order to fulfill the Strategic Plan.
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Training

Employee training is paramount in importance to Abengoa Solar's evolution and, therefore, in 2009 we implemented an
ambitious Training Plan in line with both the individual needs of the worker and the company strategy.

The Training Plan is organized into four segments, depending on the nature of the training being offered:

•_Corporate training, dedicated to transmitting Abengoa Solar's values, internal standards, strategy and tax models in
__order to ensure alignment between workers' activities and company values.

•_General training, dedicated to achieving professional excellence through training, paying particular attention to
__training that is directly related to the business in regard to given positions and departments.

•_Language training, in response to our company's international growth and to ensure that our employees can adapt to
__a rising industry.

•_Occupational risk prevention training,  undertaken as a priority in the workplace at all company levels.

Employee training

Our Stakeholders
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Our Stakeholders

In 2009, we fulfilled the objectives that were established in our strategic plans.

Code of Conduct

At Abengoa Solar, we are governed by the same Code of Conduct that is applicable to every other Abengoa business unit.
(see http://www.abengoa.com).

The principles underlying this code are as follows:

•_The highest standards of honesty, integrity and sound judgment among our employees, managers and officers.

•_Complete, fair, accurate, timely and understandable disclosure in the reports we present to administration and to the
__parent company on a regular basis.

•_Compliance with prevailing laws, standards, rules and regulations.

•_Addressing real or potential conflicts of interest.

•_Providing direction so that our employees, managers, and officers may inform us of said conflict.

•_Demanding utmost confidentiality and fair treatment within and beyond Abengoa Solar.

•_Corporate culture and the Common Management Systems.

•_Service vocation in performing duties.

•_Close involvement in all projects under development.

•_Professional responsibility for performance.

•_Highest quality in all actions, both internal and external.

•_Performance based on knowledge, common sense, rigor, and order.

•_Information confidentiality, key to the fulfillment of our business objectives.
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Our Stakeholders

Our Customers

Our customers are primarily the electric utilities, public entities, and major companies to which we supply our technology for
the production of solar energy, and, as consumers of energy, the society at large. In connection with promoting, building
and operating solar plants, in some countries the customer is an electric utility with which a long-term power purchase
contract is signed, and in others, it is a public entity and the grid operator.  In the case of differentiated tariffs for the sale of
solar power, the customer is an electric company.

At Abengoa Solar, our commitment to excellence drives us to achieve a high level of quality to ensure the satisfaction of
our customers. This commitment is expressly reflected in the Common Management Norms (NOC) governing all group
companies. These norms establish the obligation of implementing and certifying quality management systems,
environmental management systems, and prevention systems in accordance with the international ISO 9001, ISO 14001
and OHSAS 18001 standards.

Furthermore, with an eye on company improvement and customer loyalty, we conduct customer satisfaction surveys in
order to adapt ourselves to our customers' real needs.

Our Suppliers

At Abengoa Solar, we are committed to the quality of our products and services. Therefore, it is indispensable for us to be
able to count on suppliers that are aware of our expectations and have the capability to adjust to our needs. The
relationship we maintain with our suppliers is one of trust and mutual benefit, for our suppliers are part of this commitment
to quality.

Our supplier relationship is based on five fundamental guidelines:

Outsourcing

Services determined to be complementary to company activities are usually outsourced in order to ensure the highest
degree of operational optimization. Outsourcing enables us to concentrate on improving key business activities, while
incorporating the most professional service through direct supplier involvement in day-to-day business.

Leadership

At Abengoa Solar, we seek and contract with industry-leading suppliers in order to assure continuous improvement and
innovation that are reflected in the final product. Our suppliers help us to maintain our high standards of competitiveness
and quality.

Globalization

Contracting with suppliers that are common to different solar complexes enables us to incorporate more advanced and
consistent service, resulting in the standardization of procedures and balanced growth among the different projects.

These synergies facilitate the application of global solutions that translate into cost optimization.
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Our Stakeholders
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Local development

We focus our efforts on achieving local supplier involvement. This leads to flexibility in both volume of orders and response
time, and has a positive impact on the local economy through investment and job creation.

Integration

Our suppliers are integrated into company policies and activities, and they are asked to align themselves with our policies
on sustainability. For example, all suppliers are required to compute the emissions generated by the products and services
they provide us, and they must ensure that their activities are conducted in accordance with human rights and business
ethics.
In fact, this information represents a significant variable in the purchase decision-making process.

The Community

It is important for Abengoa Solar to grow alongside the communities in which it operates, and therefore it engages in and
promotes initiatives focused on social, cultural and scientific endeavors. We are also committed to innovation as a necessary
and effective instrument for evolving towards a society that is committed to sustainability. Furthermore, we are actively
involved in initiatives promoted by the Focus-Abengoa Foundation.

This range of initiatives is aimed at making a contribution to enhancement, not only of the economic environment, but of
the social and natural environment as well, and therefore addresses the interests and well-being of company employees, as
well as all people, organizations and communities that interact with the company.

The companies that associate with Abengoa Solar have embraced values of corporate social responsibility that are
integrated in a natural manner into company strategy, culture and structure. Therefore, at Abengoa Solar, we encourage
and contribute to carrying out the following activities:

•_Collaboration with universities.

•_Support of initiatives involving environmental and cultural awareness.

•_Participation in trade fairs and conferences.

•_Support in organizing local celebrations.

•_Sponsorship of cultural and sports activities.

•_Participation in training activities.
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In the United States, we are involved in civic events, and we participate through associations and initiatives aimed at
promoting environmental awareness.

The following are just some of these activities:

•_Participation in specific support activities, such as the "Race for the Cure" in Denver (Colorado) and "A Day without
__Cars."

•_Participation in the Ecopass program, aimed at reducing greenhouse gas emissions in daily transportation

                          Abengoa Solar volunteers at the "Race for the Cure" to fight cancer in Denver

Our Stakeholders

                Abengoa Solar employees sign up to Ecopass
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www.abengoasolar.com
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